Delay Tolerant Networking using spatially detailed human mobility patterns
Matthew Stabeler – Supervised by Paddy Nixon and Simon Dobson
By exploiting the features and idiosyncrasies of human social, ad-hoc, mobile networks, and understanding human temporal
and spatial movement patterns; opportunistic routing of sensing and messaging data can be efficient and delay tolerant, without
reliance upon installed infrastructure.
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Motivation
We want to be able to sense aspects of our
environment, without the need to deploy
expensive sensor networks, for example, to
detect and react to pollution levels in a city,
using just the devices in the pockets of its
citizens connected by delay tolerant, ‘Pocket
Switched Networks’.

Background
The Small World Problem (Travers & Milgram
1969)
examined
social
connectedness,
suggesting that an interesting aspect is that,
while persons a and z may not know each other
directly, they may share one or more mutual
acquaintances.
People have patterns of co-location (Bubble Rap
- Hui 2006), and human networks show a cyclic
pattern of connectivity between groups of nodes
(6 hours). This periodicity of human nature is
important in determining how automated
applications disseminate information in a
network.
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Visualization of sample collected data
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Experimental Setup
In the first phase of our experiment we collect
data from participants mobile devices, including
GPS Co-Ordinates, Wi-Fi points, cell towers and
Bluetooth devices nearby, along with phone call,
SMS and address book records.
We will back propagate correlation between GPS
co-ordinates and WiFi points to give higher
quality of location estimation.
We believe that using detailed context such as
location along with detailed social context will
improve delivery: time ratio.
Goals
We will simulate realistic human movements to
analyse the properties of the network that this
generates.
We will investigate correlations between social
context and movements.
We will design efficient communications
mechanisms across human networks to enable
environmental
sensing without fixed
infrastructure.
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